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ABSTRACT Clinically relevant features of monogenic diseases, including severity of symptoms and age of onset, can vary widely in
response to environmental differences as well as to the presence of genetic modifiers affecting the trait’s penetrance and expressivity.
While a better understanding of modifier loci could lead to treatments for Mendelian diseases, the rarity of individuals harboring both
a disease-causing allele and a modifying genotype hinders their study in human populations. We examined the genetic architecture of
monogenic trait modifiers using a well-characterized yeast model of the human Mendelian disease classic galactosemia. Yeast strains
with loss-of-function mutations in the yeast ortholog (GAL7) of the human disease gene (GALT) fail to grow in the presence of even
small amounts of galactose due to accumulation of the same toxic intermediates that poison human cells. To isolate and individually
genotype large numbers of the very rare (�0.1%) galactose-tolerant recombinant progeny from a cross between two gal7D parents,
we developed a new method, called “FACS-QTL.” FACS-QTL improves upon the currently used approaches of bulk segregant analysis
and extreme QTL mapping by requiring less genome engineering and strain manipulation as well as maintaining individual genotype
information. Our results identified multiple distinct solutions by which the monogenic trait could be suppressed, including genetic and
nongenetic mechanisms as well as frequent aneuploidy. Taken together, our results imply that the modifiers of monogenic traits are
likely to be genetically complex and heterogeneous.

MEDICAL genetics is based on the assumption that the
sequence of a gene (or complete genome) can be used

to predict an individual’s phenotype(s), including traits re-
lated to the prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of human
disease. The most success in this regard has come from the
analysis of monogenic (Mendelian) traits, i.e., those linked
to polymorphisms in a single gene. The Online Mendelian
Inheritance in Man database currently contains�3000 human
genes “with a phenotype-causing mutation” (http://omim.
org/), including many diseases caused by complete or partial
loss of gene function. Inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs),
such as cystic fibrosis and galactosemia, are often monogenic
diseases that are individually rare but common as a class (in
the United States at least 1 in 5000 live births is affected by

an IEM) (Gupta 2007). In contrast, many common diseases
such as asthma, diabetes, heart disease, and cancer show
heritability patterns that suggest the involvement of large
numbers of genes and environmental factors (Akhabir and
Sandford 2011; Hindorff et al. 2011; Marian and Belmont
2011; Polychronakos and Li 2011). While the fundamental
concepts of mapping these so-called complex traits, or quan-
titative trait loci (QTL), were introduced decades ago (Lander
and Botstein 1989), attempts to identify and understand the
underlying genes have met with limited success. QTL analysis
in humans and model organisms typically detects only a frac-
tion of the predicted number of loci. A commonly cited ex-
ample is that of human height in which all genetic loci
identified to date explain only 10% of the phenotypic varia-
tion (Lango Allen et al. 2010).

When examined closely, the division between monogenic
and complex traits quickly breaks down. Clinically relevant
features of monogenic diseases, including severity of symptoms
and age of onset, vary widely in response to environmental
differences and the presence of genetic modifiers that affect
the penetrance and expressivity of the trait (Dipple and McCabe
2000b; Nadeau 2001; Weatherall 2001; Genin et al. 2008).
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Thus, monogenic diseases can be viewed as a special class of
complex trait in which allelic variation in one gene has an
overwhelmingly strong effect over one or more indepen-
dently inherited modifier gene(s) that exacerbate or amelio-
rate the primary disease gene’s phenotype. Because some
modifiers confer protective effects against the underlying
disease allele or causative agent, understanding them may
reveal means of reducing the adverse effects of deleterious
polymorphisms (Nadeau 2003).

Like other complex traits, identifying modifiers of mono-
genic diseases has generally been “a frustration and disap-
pointment to clinical geneticists, who hoped that knowledge
of a patient’s genotype would predict disease and optimize
prevention” (Dipple and McCabe 2000a). Because Mendelian
diseases are often rare in the human population and individ-
uals with similar sets of modifiers are (presumably) even rarer
(Knowles 2006; Weiler and Drumm 2013), some of these fail-
ings may be due to the lack of statistical power (sufficiently
large numbers of individuals). Studies in model organisms
have the potential to overcome this limitation, particularly
through the use of large-scale crosses. Saccharomyces cerevisiae
is ideally suited to this type of analysis due to its ease of
propagation, genetic manipulability, highmeiotic recombination
rate, well-characterized genome, and abundance of genetic
resources and large-scale data sets (Botstein and Fink 2011).
The conservation of core cellular pathways, such as metabo-
lism between yeast and humans, provides a powerful system
for the study of human disease gene orthologs. Thus, the
application of QTL mapping methods to large-scale crosses
of yeast with specific gene deletions could identify loci capa-
ble of modifying medically relevant monogenic traits.

Large-scale trait-mapping methods that have been de-
veloped for S. cerevisiae generally differ from one another in
two respects: (1) whether the entire population of recombi-
nant progeny or an extreme tail of the phenotype distribu-
tion is recovered and (2) whether genotyping is performed
on individuals or in pools. To reduce the high cost of geno-
typing, several studies (Segre et al. 2006; Dunham 2012)
have leveraged a pooled genotyping strategy known as
bulked segregant analysis (BSA) (Michelmore et al. 1991)
to detect QTL enriched in individuals displaying the trait of
interest. Extensions of this method, such as extreme QTL
mapping (X-QTL) (Ehrenreich et al. 2010), are designed to
examine the genetics underlying rare phenotypes, which re-
side in the extreme tail of the phenotype distribution. These
approaches perform pooled genotyping following a strong
phenotypic selection imposed on an extremely large initial
pool of recombinant progeny, for example, a drug concen-
tration that kills 99% of progeny. In some cases additional
rounds of selection are used on intercrossed populations to
narrow the linked regions (Parts et al. 2011).

Despite their ease of use, these methods have a few
limitations. First, genotyping populations en masse (rather
than as individuals) is confounded by genetic heterogeneity,
i.e., multiple, distinct genetic solutions with a similar phe-
notype (Wilkening et al. 2013). Second, commonly used

methods employ a set of auxotrophic markers and multiple
selective plating steps to isolate large numbers of recombinant
haploid progeny away from the pool of vegetative (heterozy-
gous diploid) cells. Finally, these auxotrophies themselves
have the potential to influence the trait of interest. With
these challenges in mind, we previously developed the Bar-
code Enabled Sequencing of Tetrads (BEST) method
(Ludlow et al. 2013; Scott et al. 2014). BEST avoids the
use of auxotrophies, recovers the entire population of
recombinant progeny from a cross, and through the use
of a molecular barcode retains tetrad (sister spore) relation-
ship information.

In this study, we develop a genetic mapping technique
called fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS)-QTL (Fig-
ure 1), which permits the isolation of extremely large num-
bers of recombinant progeny that can then be subjected to
strong phenotypic selections. Like BEST, FACS-QTL uses
a sporulation-specific GFP reporter gene to isolate tetrads
by FACS, but because FACS-QTL does not leverage sister-
spore information, the high-complexity barcodes used in
BEST are unnecessary and the reporter gene can be stably
integrated into the parental genomes. Once tetrads are iso-
lated, they are disrupted during plating directly onto the
selective medium, and individual colonies passing the strin-
gent selection are individually genotyped. To demonstrate
the utility of FACS-QTL, we used it to study genetic modi-
fiers in a yeast model of a human disease, galactosemia.

In humans, classic galactosemia is a monogenic, autoso-
mal recessive condition caused by loss-of-function mutations
in the gene encoding galactose-1-phosphate uridylyltrans-
ferase (GALT), an enzyme in the Leloir pathway (Mayatepek
et al. 2010; McCorvie and Timson 2011). The impaired ac-
tivity of GALT in galactosemic individuals results in a broad
range of side effects believed to result from the accumulation
of toxic intermediates, such as galactitol and galactose-1-
phosphate (Leslie 2003; Tang et al. 2012). Classic galacto-
semia can be modeled in S. cerevisiae by deleting the GALT
ortholog GAL7 (Figure 2) (Douglas and Hawthorne 1964).
In these mutants, the presence of even low levels of galac-
tose inhibits cell growth owing to toxic accumulation of the
same metabolites (De Jongh et al. 2008; Mumma et al.
2008). By applying FACS-QTL to a cross between two gal7D
strains, we were able to identify several means by which the
effect of the major locus could be suppressed. These solu-
tions included major-effect QTL, nongenetic effects, a sur-
prisingly high level of aneuploidy, and an allele–aneuploidy
interaction. Our results emphasize the advantages of main-
taining individual genotype information in the presence of
trait complexity and heterogeneity.

Materials and Methods

Strains and growth conditions

Unless noted, standard media and methods were used to
grow and manipulate yeast (Rose et al. 1990). Strains used
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in this study (Table 1) were grown at 30� in YPD (2% glu-
cose) unless otherwise noted. Drug resistance markers were
selected on YPD supplemented with standard concentra-
tions of G418, nourseothricin, or hygromycin (Wach et al.
1994; Goldstein and McCusker 1999). For QTL mapping,

spores were plated on YPD, YPRaf (YEP with 2% raffinose
and 1 mg/ml antimycin A), and YEP with 0.05% galactose,
2% raffinose, and 1 mg/ml antimycin A. Progenitor strains of
our initial cross, EC-33 (gift of Eviatar Nevo) and YPS163
(gift of Justin Fay), were prescreened for robust growth on
YPD, YPGal (2% galactose), YPG (3% glycerol), and syn-
thetic dextrose minimal media (SD) (Guthrie and Fink
1991).

Growth rates were determined using a minimum of eight
replicates grown at 30� in a microplate absorbance reader
(Tecan Sunrise) set at 600 nm in accuracy mode with high-
intensity shaking. Measurements were taken every 15 min
for a minimum of 24 hr. Strains were inoculated in the
media at a density of 105 cells/ml using cultures grown
overnight in YPRaf at 30� and sonicated briefly. Doubling
times were calculated using linear regression carried out
on the log-transformed absorbance measurements with
a sliding window of four intervals (1 hr) to determine the
maximum growth rate of each replicate.

Yeast strain construction

Strain construction was performed as follows. Briefly, the
HO locus was disrupted using the HphMX6 cassette (Goldstein
and McCusker 1999) in homozygous, homothallic diploid
isolates derived from nonlaboratory strains. After sporula-
tion and dissection, heterothallic haploids were identified by
hygromycin resistance, and HO deletion was confirmed by
PCR. Haploids were tagged at a sporulation-specific locus
using an SPS2:EGFP:KanMX4 cassette for MATa isolates
and an SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4 cassette for MATa isolates
(Gerke et al. 2006). The SPS2 cassettes were PCR-amplified
from strains BC235 and BC237 (gifts of Barak Cohen) using
primers AO45 (59-GATCTCACTAAGAATTGAAGC-39) and
AO46 (59-TTAACCCTAAGGAAGAACCG-39), which bear ho-
mology to the upstream and downstream regions of the native
SPS2 locus.

Using this strategy, MATa strain YO528 was derived from
initial isolate EC-33. In a similar manner, the MATa hetero-
thallic haploid strain YPS163 (hoD::dsdAMX4) was tagged at
SPS2 with the SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4 cassette to create strain
YO516. To conserve markers for this study, the KanMX4
cassette in strain YO528 was replaced with NatMX4 using
EcoRI-linearized p4339 (Tong et al. 2001) (gift of Charles
Boone), generating strain YO794. Strains YO795 and YO796
were derived from YO794 and YO516 by deleting GAL7 with
a gal7D0::KanMX4 cassette PCR-amplified from the MATa
deletion library (Wach et al. 1994).

To add an extra copy of GAL80 to parental strains, an
integrating plasmid containing GAL80 and its native pro-
moter, pEL17 (gift of Fred Winston), was linearized at
a unique site in the URA3 promoter region with NdeI (Larschan
and Winston 2005) and transformed into the strain YO1012
to create strains YO1457, YO1458, and YO1459 (from
Evolution Canyon background) and into strain YO964
to create strains YO1454, YO1455, and YO1456 (Oak
background).

Figure 1 FACS-QTL mapping method. Two natural variant strains are
selected based on their genetic dissimilarity and the trait of interest. Pro-
totrophic parent strains are tagged with a sporulation-specific GFP marker
and crossed, enabling large numbers of tetrads to be isolated from
unsporulated diploids and dyads by flow cytometry. Tetrads are then
disrupted and individual haploid progeny are grown under selective con-
ditions. Spores capable of overcoming selection are individually se-
quenced using a multiplexed RAD-seq method. Regions of biased allele
inheritance among the selected progeny can then be identified, as in-
dicated by red boxes, by QTL mapping.
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Homozygous diploids were created from the heterothallic
haploid segregants as follows. The URA3 locus was deleted
and strains were transformed with the URA3-marked plasmid
pGAL-HO (Herskowitz and Jensen 1991) (gift of Timothy
Galitski). Transcription of the HO endonuclease was induced
with a concentration of galactose (0.05% galactose, 2% raf-
finose) that the segregants could tolerate without substantial
toxicity for 4 hr. Cells were then plated onto YPD, and diploid
isolates of the transformation were grown overnight in YPD
and plated onto 5-FOA medium to facilitate plasmid loss.

Crosses

Strains YO795 and YO796 were crossed on YPD, and a single
diploid colony, YO797, was patched onto pre-sporulation
medium. A high percentage of dyads was observed in this
cross, a characteristic previously noted in some natural
variant wine strains (Gerke et al. 2006). To minimize dyad
formation for this cross, �6 3 108 cells/ml were sporulated
in 4% potassium acetate for 2 days at room temperature.
Sporulation conditions for each subsequent cross were opti-
mized using similar conditions or sporulation on plates
(Tong and Boone 2005; Xiao 2006). Sporulation efficiency
was calculated as a percentage of tetrads formed among 200
cells counted in a 2-day-old sporulation culture. Approxi-
mately 3 3 106 tetrads were sorted for the initial cross on
a FACSAria II (BD Bioscience), while 105–106 tetrads were
sorted for subsequent backcrosses and intercrosses in a man-
ner previously described (Ludlow et al. 2013; Scott et al.
2014).

Isolated tetrads were disrupted using a method modified
from X-QTL analysis (Ehrenreich et al. 2010). Tetrads were
pelleted and resuspended in 100 ml zymolyase (1 mg/ml in
0.7 M sorbitol) and incubated for 1 hr at 30� on a roller
(Model TC-7, New Brunswick Scientific) followed by a 10-min

incubation at 37�. Approximately 100 ml of glass beads
and 450 ml of PBS were added to the cell suspension fol-
lowed by 2 min of moderate vortexing. Spores were agitated
on a roller for an additional hour at 30� followed by another
2 min of vortexing. Spores were checked under the micro-
scope for tetrad disruption and to approximate cell numbers
prior to spreading 102–105 cells on control and selection
plates. Colonies were counted on day 2 and day 4. After 4
days on selective medium, segregants were picked and grown
2 days in YPD in a 96-well plate for sequencing and frozen
stocks. Frequencies of galactose-tolerant individuals were cal-
culated as the ratio of colonies counted on galactose medium
to colonies counted on rich medium.

To characterize the unselected population, the parental
diploid YO797 was sporulated, and a control population of
44 tetrads was hand-dissected on YPD using a micromanip-
ulator. Each spore from this dissection was also individually
restriction site-associated DNA (RAD)-sequenced.

Parental genome sequencing

The two progenitor strains YO516 and YO528 were whole-
genome-sequenced (File S8) as follows. High-purity yeast
DNA was prepared using a YeaStar Genomic DNA extraction
kit (Zymo Research). DNA sequencing libraries were pre-
pared using the Paired-End sequencing kit (Illumina) fol-
lowing the manufacturer’s instructions. Sequence runs
were performed on a Genome Analyzer IIx (Illumina) for
2- 3 40-bp length reads multiplexing seven samples per
flow cell lane. Reads were aligned to the S288c reference
genome (R64-1-1) using BWA (v5.8) (Li and Durbin 2009),
allowing six mismatches and using quality trimming (thresh-
old of Phred = 20). SAMtools (v0.1.18) (Li et al. 2009) was
then used to generate a pileup file for each parental strain,
using the -C 50 and -q 20 parameters. At each position in the

Figure 2 Galactose utilization pathway in
the S. cerevisiae model of galactosemia.
Galactose enters the cell through the galac-
tose permease Gal2p. Yeast pathway en-
zymes Gal1p, Gal7p, Gal10p, Pgm1p, and
Pgm2p metabolize galactose into glucose-6-P
in a manner almost identical to the orthologous
Leloir pathway in humans. Deletion of gal7
leads to the buildup of the toxic metabolites
galactitol and D-galactose-1P (indicated in
red). In S. cerevisiae, the galactose pathway
is induced by the transcription factor Gal4p,
which is repressed by Gal80p when yeast’s
preferred carbon source, glucose, is present.
In the absence of glucose and the presence of
galactose, Gal3p interacts with Gal80p to re-
lieve the repression of Gal4p, inducing tran-
scription of all galactose pathway genes.
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reference genome, the most common base was identified for
each strain, excluding insertions and deletions, and positions
that differed between YO516 and YO528 were identified,
allowing construction of a SNP table (Supporting Information,
File S1).

Full genome sequencing of progenitor strains YO516 and
YO528 resulted in poor uniquely mapping read coverage in
the HXT6 and HXT7 loci due to the highly repetitive, AT-rich
nature of the region. For strain YO528, the entire region was
PCR-amplified using primers AO392 (59-GTGCGGTCGGTAAAC
AACTGAC-39) and AO397 (59-ATGCCCTCCGTGCCTTCATTG-
39), while, for strain YO516, three amplicons were amplified
using primers AO392 with AO393 (59-ACCATCCTTCGAGAT
CCCCTG-39), AO394 (59-ACAGGGGATCTCGAAGGATGG-39)
with AO395 (59-TGTACTACTGGCGGCGATTGG-39), and AO396
(59-ACCAATCGCCGCCAGTAGTAC-39) with AO397. Regions
were then sequenced by primer walking across the amplicons

with Sanger sequencing (Beckman Coulter Genomics and
Eurofins MWG Operon).

Progeny genotyping

RAD-seq was carried out (File S8) as described previously
(Ludlow et al. 2013). For each lane of sequencing, raw read
sequences were split into strain-specific pools based on their
associated barcode sequence within the 59 adaptor. Reads
with unexpected strain barcodes or with barcodes having
Phred [210 log10 P(error)] quality scores ,20 or ambigu-
ous (“N”) calls at any barcode base were discarded. Reads
with more than two “N” calls in the body of the sequencing
read were also discarded. The barcodes were then removed
from the read sequences. Reads were aligned to the S288c
reference (R64-1-1), and pileup files were generated as de-
scribed above. The strain-specific read pools were then used
to infer the genotypes of the progeny strains, also as above.

Table 1 S. cerevisiae strains used in this study

Strain Origin Mating type Description Source

BC235 California Vineyard UCD 2120 MATa/MATa SPS2:EGFP:KanMX4/SPS2:EGFP:KanMX4 Gerke et al.
(2006)

BC239 California Vineyard UCD 2120 MATa/MATa SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4/SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4 Gift of Barak
Cohen

EC-33 Evolution Canyon Shady SF3, Israel MATa/MATa Initial isolate Ezov et al.
(2006)

YO795 EC-33 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
HphMX6

This study

YO1012 YO795 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
HphMX6, ura3D0

This study

YO1457–YO1459 YO1012 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
HphMX6, [ura3D0::GAL80: URA3]

This study

YPS163 Pennsylvania oak MATa hoD::dsdAMX4 Sniegowski
et al. (2002)

YO796 YPS163 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
dsdAMX4

This study

YO964 YO796 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
dsdAMX4, ura3D0

This study

YO1454–YO1456 YO964 MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
dsdAMX4, [ura3D0::GAL80: URA3]

This study

YO797 YO795 3 YO796 MATa/MATa gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::
HphMX6/gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4,
hoD::dsdAMX4

This study

YPG3104 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa Chromosome XIII disome for backcross gal7D0::
KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::HphMX6

This study

YO1014 YPG3104 3 YO796 MATa/MATa Diploid for chromosome XIII disome backcross This study
YPG3121 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa Chromosome XIII disome for backcross gal7D0::

KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::HphMX6
This study

YO1013 YO795 3 YPG3121 MATa/MATa Diploid for chromosome XIII disome backcross This study
YPG3157 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa Euploid strain for intercross gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:

EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::dsdAMX4
This study

YPG3053 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa Euploid strain for intercross gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:
EGFP:NatMX4, hoD::HphMX6

This study

YO1640 YPG3157 3 YPG3053 MATa/MATa Diploid for euploid intercross This study
YPG3140 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa YPG3140 haploid gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:

NatMX4, hoD::HphMX6
This study

YO1650 YPG3140 MATa/MATa YPG3140 diploid ura3D0/ura3D0 This study
YO2123 YO1650 YPG3140 haploid ura3D0 This study
YPG3161 F1 segregant of YO795 3 YO796 MATa YPG3161 haploid gal7D0::KanMX4, SPS2:EGFP:

NatMX4, hoD::HphMX6
This study

YO1652 YPG3161 MATa/MATa YPG3161 diploid ura3D0/ura3D0 This study
YO2124 YO1652 YPG3161 haploid ura3D0 This study
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Other than at the GAL7 locus, the genotype of the parental
strain YO795 is assumed to be identical to its progenitor
YO528, and parental strain YO796 is assumed to be identi-
cal to YO516. The bases called in the pileup files were com-
pared to the YO516, YO528 SNP table and converted into
parent 1 (YO796) or parent 2 (YO795) allele calls for the
subset of positions polymorphic between the parents. At each
such position in each strain, the frequency of P1-supporting
reads was then compared to the frequency of P2-supporting
reads. When the counts supporting one parental allele
were at least 10-fold higher than the counts supporting
the other parental allele, a final P1 or P2 allele assignment
was made. Otherwise, the allele was defined as “mixed/
heterozygous.”

Marker quality filtering was then carried out, using only
the 184 unselected progeny strains. Markers were removed
unless they were called as P1 or P2 in at least 50% as many
strains as the most frequently called marker and unless the
ratio P1/(P1+P2) lay between 0.3 and 0.7. This defined
a final set of 559 markers, and examination of the un-
selected strains genotyped at these markers using R/QTL
(Broman et al. 2003) identified no obvious linkage between
markers on different chromosomes or at distant positions on
the same chromosome. The initial genotyping files for the
sets of selected strains were filtered to include only this final
set of markers, producing the final genotyping files.

Ploidy estimation

Ploidy estimation was carried out based on the proportion of
all aligned reads aligning to each chromosome, calculated
for each strain. Positions with only one aligned read were
ignored. For each chromosome, coverage values were
normalized using the median coverage for that chromosome
from euploid strains YO795, YO796, and YO797 to give raw
ploidy estimates. Under the assumption that most chromo-
somes are monosomic in each haploid strain, the raw esti-
mates were then further normalized to take into account
total genome size (which will be increased in aneuploid
strains) by dividing each estimate by the median chromo-
somal ploidy estimate for that strain. Values were then
rounded to the nearest whole number to give the final ploidy
estimates. Normalized sequencing coverage plots (Figure 3B)
were produced as described previously (Tan et al. 2013).

Identifying homozygous vs. heterozygous regions

For each strain, at each RAD-seq position, the counts of the
P1- and P2-supporting reads were used to calculate a LOD
score comparing the probability of the observed data under
a heterozygous model vs. a homozygous (or haploid) model.
The probability under the heterozygous model was calcu-
lated as the binomial probability of the observed counts
assuming a probability of 0.5 for each allele. The probability
under the homozygous model was calculated as the bino-
mial probability of the observed counts assuming that the
less frequent allele was an error with a probability of 0.01
with the more common allele having a probability of 0.99.

Figure 3 Frequency of aneuploidy among galactose-tolerant progeny.
Ploidy estimates of the YO795 3 YO796 galactose-tolerant progeny
revealed that a large proportion of the strains were aneuploid. (A) Of
the 247 strains sequenced, only 49% are euploid (orange) while 30%
contain a chromosome XIII disomy (blue), 7% contain a chromosome XIII
disomy with an additional chromosomal disomy (teal), and 13% contain
a disomy other than chromosome XIII (green). (B) Plots of RAD-seq data
show the ploidy of individual galactose-tolerant progeny. (C) The fre-
quency of specific chromosomal aneuploidy among the progeny able to
overcome galactose toxicity is shown ordered by chromosomal size.
Color coding is the same as in A. Disomies of all chromosomes are
represented except disomies of chromosomes VII and IV. Disomies of
larger chromosomes such as chromosome XIII and chromosome XVI,
which are present in multiple galactose-tolerant strains, are not present
among a separately sequenced set of progeny grown on rich medium in
the absence of galactose (see Results).
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The final LOD score was calculated as Log10[P(Hom)/P
(Het)]. For strains with disomic chromosomes (see Ploidy
estimation), markers on those chromosomes were called as
heterozygous when their associated LOD score was below
23 and homozygous if their LOD score was .3. Homozy-
gous markers were classified as homozygous P1 or homozy-
gous P2 based on the most frequent allele count.

QTL mapping

In each cross except EC33-gal 3 YPG3121, markers on
monosomic chromosomes were removed prior to mapping
if they either lacked an allele call or had a mixed-allele call
in 10% or more of the progeny strains. For disomic chromo-
somes, markers were removed prior to mapping only if they
lacked an allele call in 10% or more of progeny strains.
Because the EC33-gal 3 YPG312 cross contained fewer
progeny, a more stringent threshold of 5% of strains was
used to filter markers. QTL mapping was done by comparing
the P1 and P2 allele frequencies at each marker, across the
set of strains, to a null hypothesis of 1:1 segregation, using
the binomial exact test (two-sided) implemented in R (R
Development Core Team 2013). In each analysis, Bonferroni
correction for the number of markers tested was applied to
an initial significance threshold of P = 0.05, setting a final
significance threshold.

Testing for biased allele segregation in backcrosses with
disomic strains

For each backcross involving a strain disomic for chromo-
some XIII, each marker on that chromosome was character-
ized as heterozygous, homozygous P1, or homozygous P2,
as above. For each of these markers, a null model of random
allele/chromatid segregation was generated using formulas
for trivalent pairing with centromere linkage (Koller et al.
1996) with physical distance from the centromere used as
a proxy for linkage based on 0.0038 crossovers per kilobase
on chromosome XIII (Mancera et al. 2008). The observed
allele pattern (heterozygous, homozygous P1, homozygous
P2) frequencies across the progeny strains were then com-
pared to this model using the multinomial exact test imple-
mented in R. Bonferroni correction for the number of
markers tested was applied to an initial significance thresh-
old of P = 0.05, setting a final significance threshold.
Markers fixed in the backcrosses were not counted for cor-
rection and were assigned a P-value of 1. Note that QTL
mapping on disomic chromosome XIII was not carried out
on progeny of the original cross due to the very low levels of
crossing over associated with generation of the disomy.

Results

A FACS-based method for extreme QTL mapping

FACS-QTL integrates fluorescence-based sorting of tetrads
with highly multiplexed genotyping of individual recombi-
nant progeny that overcome extreme phenotypic selections.
The method simplifies the isolation of large numbers of

progeny by replacing the auxotrophic markers commonly
used in BSA methods (Ehrenreich et al. 2010; Parts et al.
2011) with a single FACS sorting step (Figure 1) enabled by
the integration of the sporulation-specific reporter SPS2-GFP
at the SPS2 locus in both parental strains (Materials and
Methods). Because SPS2-GFP expression begins early in mei-
osis (Coluccio et al. 2004; Gerke et al. 2006), the fluorescent
population includes tetrads, dyads, and incompletely
formed spores. However, restrictive FACS gating can select
fully formed tetrads away from these other cells (Ludlow
et al. 2013), permitting the isolation of large numbers of
tetrads even in crosses with low sporulation efficiencies. In
this study, we were able to rapidly isolate .106 tetrads from
a cross with a 20% sporulation efficiency to yield .99%
recombinant haploid progeny (File S2). After sorting, the
tetrads were disrupted, and the resulting population of hap-
loid progeny was grown on plates with selection as well as
a no-selection control plate, which was used to calculate the
proportion of spores that survive the selection (Materials
and Methods). Because spores are plated directly on the
selective medium, each colony that survives the selection
represents a unique meiotic product that can be individually
genotyped for QTL mapping and molecular karyotyping. In
this study, we used a multiplexed RAD-seq protocol (Baird
et al. 2008) that sequences the same �3% of each segre-
gant’s genome, providing a set of genetic markers distrib-
uted across all of the chromosomes (Lorenz and Cohen
2012). However, FACS-QTL is also compatible with a variety
of other genotyping methods, including whole-genome
sequencing.

Suppression of galactose toxicity

We chose to study the galactose-dependent toxicity resulting
from a GAL7 deletion (gal7D) as a monogenic trait for three
reasons. First, the metabolic and regulatory networks of ga-
lactose utilization are one of the best-characterized systems
in yeast. Second, yeast gal7D mutants are an established
model for the monogenic trait classic galactosemia in
humans, which is caused by accumulation of the same toxic
intermediates (Fridovich-Keil and Jinks-Robertson 1993;
Mehta et al. 1999). Third, the toxic effects of even small
concentrations of galactose on gal7D strains impose a strin-
gent growth selection, allowing the genetic architecture of
the extreme tail of the galactose-tolerant population to be
investigated by FACS-QTL. Our working hypothesis was that
FACS-QTL would allow us to isolate and characterize rare
individuals that could overcome the galactose toxicity and
that these individuals would possess a complex combination
of alleles capable of suppressing the monogenic trait.

We began our investigation of galactose toxicity by
selecting two parental strains from a collection of genetically
diverse natural variants of S. cerevisiae (Cromie et al. 2013).
To avoid the presence of uninformative alleles that might
confound the selection, e.g., galactose transporter loss-of-
function alleles, we chose two strains that were initially able
to metabolize galactose (Table S1). EC-33 was isolated from
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Evolution Canyon (Ezov et al. 2006; Katz Ezov et al. 2010),
and YPS163 was isolated from soil at the base of an oak tree
in Pennsylvania (Sniegowski et al. 2002). These strains have
an average sequence divergence of 4.2 polymorphisms per
kilobase (Cromie et al. 2013). To confer the galactose tox-
icity phenotype, we deleted GAL7 from haploid, monosporic
derivatives of both strains, producing strains YO795 (here-
after EC33-gal) and YO796 (hereafter YPS163-gal), and
confirmed that the mutation rendered them unable to grow
on rich medium containing 2% galactose in the presence of
the respiratory inhibitor antimycin A, which prevents alter-
native carbon source utilization (Donnini et al. 1992; Ko
et al. 1993) (Table S1).

To assay the strength of galactose toxicity, we measured
growth of the gal7D haploid parental strains, and the het-
erozygous diploid strain generated by mating them, on sev-
eral concentrations of galactose ranging from 0.01 to 0.1%
in the presence of 2% raffinose and 1 mg/ml antimycin A
(Table 2). Then, to choose a sufficiently stringent selection,
we tested the ability of individual progeny of the cross (gen-
erated by FACS-QTL) to grow on the same galactose-containing
media. Consistent with the presence of phenotypic heteroge-
neity in the cross, the proportion of progeny strains surviving
the selection decreased with increasing galactose concentra-
tion (Table 3). Based on these experiments, we chose a final
galactose concentration (0.05%) on which neither the gal7D
parental strains nor the heterozygous diploid were able to
grow as single cells, but on which recombinant progeny (at
a frequency of �1/1000) were able to form colonies after 2
days. At this concentration, galactose toxicity behaves as
a monogenic trait with 99.9% of the progeny suffering loss
of viability due to the gal7D mutation. The low frequency of
progeny overcoming selection is consistent with a highly com-
plex, unique genetic solution, e.g., the segregation of 9–10
independent loci.

To characterize the rare genotypes capable of suppressing
gal7D-dependent galactose toxicity, we used RAD-seq to in-
dividually genotype 247 galactose-tolerant progeny of the
EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal cross at 469 loci (Materials and
Methods). In addition to providing a set of genotyping
markers, RAD-seq can be used to detect aneuploidy based
on relative sequencing coverage across each chromosome
(Tan et al. 2013). Individual RAD-seq analysis of the 247
galactose-tolerant progeny from our cross revealed a surpris-
ingly high degree of aneuploidy (File S3) with more than
half of the strains harboring at least one extra chromosome
(Figure 3A). The availability of individual genotypes of the

selected individuals allowed us to test whether the euploid
and aneuploid subpopulations had arrived at distinct solu-
tions to the selective pressure of galactose toxicity. To perform
this analysis, we mapped QTL separately in the two major
subpopulations: the euploid strains and the strains with a sin-
gle disomy of the most frequently aneuploid chromosome
(XIII). In both subpopulations, we identified markers signifi-
cantly associated with selection based on a binomial P-value
of ,1024 (P , 0.05 with Bonferroni correction for �500
markers) for a null model of 50:50 allele segregation.

Euploid subpopulation harbors QTL containing GAL3,
GAL80, and HXT3/6/7

Linkage analysis in the subpopulation of euploid segregants
identified three major QTL peaks for galactose tolerance
(Figure 4A and Figure S1). Peak 1, selected from the EC33-
gal parent, spans a region on chromosome IV containing the
signal transducer of the galactose pathway GAL3 (Torchia
and Hopper 1986; Lohr et al. 1995). Peak 3, selected from
the YPS163-gal parent, spans a region on chromosome XIII
that includes the GAL80 locus, a transcriptional repressor of
numerous genes in the galactose utilization pathway (Figure
2) (Nogi et al. 1977; Johnston 1987). Both candidate genes
were within a 1.5-log10 P-value drop from the peak maxi-
mum (File S4). The central regulatory roles of these two
genes in galactose metabolism (Figure 2) are well estab-
lished, and the two proteins are known to physically interact
(Johnston 1987; Egriboz et al. 2011). The presence of mul-
tiple single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) within the loci
(Figure 5 and File S1) further supported GAL3 and GAL80 as
strong candidate genes within the regions. The final QTL in
our euploid segregants, peak 2, spanned a region on chro-
mosome IV that is genetically unlinked to QTL peak 1 on the
same chromosome (�620 kb or �250 cM apart). Peak 2
includes the tandemly oriented hexose transporters HXT3,
HXT6, and HXT7, which are within a 1.5-log10 P-value drop
from the QTL peak maximum. The sequence of the HXT6/7
region in both parents differed substantially from that of the
reference strain (Figure 5 and File S5). The selected allele,
derived from YPS163-gal, contained numerous amino acid
changes in the coding sequences of HXT3, HXT6, and HXT7,
relative to the reference strain S288c, as well as multiple
SNPs within promoter regions. The unselected allele, de-
rived from EC33-gal, contained an HXT3 locus identical to
that of the reference strain and a chimeric HXT6/7, similar
to a previously observed allele (Liang and Gaber 1996),
which fuses the HXT6 promoter region [identical to the

Table 2 Strain doubling times with standard errors in increasing concentrations of galactose in the presence of raffinose and antimycin A

0% Galactose 0.01% Galactose 0.05% Galactose 0.1% Galactose

EC-33 169 6 1 min 172 6 3 min 170 6 4 min 165 6 2 min
EC33-gal 181 6 2 min 223 6 7 min No growth No growth
YPS163 263 6 15 min 249 6 7 min 262 6 18 min 184 6 3 min
YPS163-gal 222 6 3 min 634 6 45 min No growth No growth
EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal 159 6 10 min 271 6 20 min No growth No growth
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reference (S288c) HXT6 promoter] to the HXT7 coding
region. As the galactose pathway is induced by intracellular
galactose, it is possible that one, or more, of these HXT
transporters is important for the initial entry of galactose
into the cell (Donnini et al. 1992; Boles and Hollenberg
1997; Reifenberger et al. 1997; Wieczorke et al. 1999),
leading to expression of GAL pathway genes including the
major galactose transporter GAL2. Together, the GAL80,
GAL3, and HXT loci indicate that combinations of alleles
in genes that govern the regulation of galactose utiliza-
tion, rather than genes that encode enzymatic functions
for either the catabolism of galactose or the degradation
of its toxic intermediates, contribute to the most frequent
euploid genotypes allowing galactose tolerance in our
cross.

A nongenetic component contributes to galactose
tolerance of the euploid segregants

The identification of only three loci in the galactose-tolerant
euploid strain population was inconsistent with the low
frequency of galactose-tolerant progeny in the population.
In a cross between two haploid yeast strains, three unlinked
loci cosegregate with a frequency of 1 in 8 recombinant
progeny. The fact that only �1 in 1000 of the strains with
this genotype actually survived the phenotypic selection sug-
gests the contribution of additional factors. One possible
explanation is that the euploid survivors represent a highly
heterogeneous set of complex genetic solutions; i.e., the
three loci plus several combinations of a variety of other
alleles are needed to overcome the selection. To test
whether additional loci were segregating through the cross,
we applied the selection to an intercross between two F1
euploid progeny (Table 4), thereby fixing all three previ-
ously identified QTL. The resulting 1/72 frequency (18/
1300) of galactose-tolerant progeny suggested that either
many more QTL were still segregating through the cross
or there was a nongenetic component to the phenotype.
To test for nongenetic effects, we chose two galactose-
tolerant euploid segregants from our initial cross and con-
verted them to homozygous diploids by transient expression
of the gene encoding the HO endonuclease (Materials and
Methods). The resulting self-mated diploids, YO1650 and
YO1652, were sporulated, and individual haploid spores
(isogenic at all loci except for the mating-type locus) were
plated on galactose by both hand dissection of tetrads and
FACS-QTL. As the progeny of these self-matings are genet-
ically identical to each other and their galactose-tolerant
parents, in the absence of nongenetic effects, 100% of the

progeny should be galactose-tolerant. In contrast, we ob-
served a 7–18% survival rate on selection of the isogenic
progeny (Table 4 and Table S2). These results support the
involvement of a nongenetic event in the galactose-tolerant
phenotype of the two original euploid strains, possibly de-
riving from cell-to-cell differences in intracellular protein or
transporter levels (Acar et al. 2005; Kar et al. 2014). We
further found that single cells from clonal populations of
galactose-tolerant progeny also demonstrated low survival
rates when grown on galactose medium, suggesting that this
nongenetic event could affect mitotically dividing cells as
well as germinating spores (Table S2).

High frequency of aneuploidy among
galactose-tolerant segregants

The remaining galactose-resistant progeny were aneuploids
that harbored an extra copy of at least one chromosome.
Interestingly, the majority of these (74% of the aneuploid
class and 38% of all selected progeny) harbored an extra
copy of chromosome XIII (Figure 3A and File S3). The iso-
lation of such a large number of XIII disomes was significant
for two reasons. First, one of our major QTL, containing the
GAL80 gene, resides on chromosome XIII. Second, addi-
tional copies of chromosome XIII specifically have been
shown to be poorly tolerated (if not lethal) in several studies
of aneuploidy using a variety of methods and strain back-
grounds (Torres et al. 2007; Tan et al. 2013). These results
suggest that some aspect of chromosome XIII aneuploidy
might provide a strong selective advantage for cells in re-
sponse to gal7D-dependent galactose toxicity, perhaps via
overexpression of specific genes, such as GAL80.

To test whether some aspect of the FACS-QTL method
was itself producing high levels of aneuploidy, we isolated
recombinant progeny from the EC33-gal3 YPS163-gal cross
by manual tetrad dissection onto nonselective medium
(YPD) and examined their molecular karyotype by RAD-
seq (File S6). Among 46 manually dissected tetrads, four
produced only two viable spores with either chromosome I
or IX disomies, and one tetrad produced only one viable spore
containing disomies of chromosome III and chromosome VIII.
This frequency of meiotic chromosome missegregation (�1 in
10 meiotic events) is approximately two orders of magnitude
higher than rates that have been previously measured in a dif-
ferent strain background (Sora et al. 1982). However, the
frequency of disomes (9/145 strains) among the unselected
segregants was still much lower than that observed among
our selected segregants (125/247 strains), and we noted that
none of the unselected, hand-dissected segregants contained

Table 3 Concentration of galactose determines frequency of galactose-tolerant progeny

Description % Galactose No. of spores/plate
No. of galactose-tolerant

spores/plate
Frequency of

galactose-tolerant progeny

EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal 0.1 2.7 3 105 21 1/(1 3 104)
EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal 0.05 2.7 3 105 230 1/1000
EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal 0.02 2.7 3 105 4400 1/60
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a chromosome XIII disomy, the most frequent disomy among
our selected progeny.

Disomic spores can arise as a result of chromosome
nondisjunction during either the first or the second meiotic
divisions. Disomies can also arise by mitotic missegregation
soon after spore germination, but the heterozygosity of our
disomic chromosomes argues against such a mitotic event.
The segregation patterns of centromere-linked markers are
a signature that can be used to distinguish between the two
meiotic possibilities. Meiosis I missegregation events result in
centromeric heterozygosity, while meiosis II events (or mi-
totic events) result in centromeric homozygosity. Centromere-
linked markers on the disomic chromosomes from both the
FACS-QTL-selected and hand-dissected unselected popula-
tions were heterozygous in the vast majority of cases (File S2
and File S3), indicating that the disomies had arisen due to
meiosis I missegregation events, with these events occurring
at a relatively high frequency in this cross.

Chromosome XIII disomy is an essential component of
galactose tolerance in disomic strains

The large proportion of galactose-tolerant segregants har-
boring a chromosome XIII disomy suggested that an extra
copy of that chromosome was beneficial for survival on

galactose in the gal7D background. To test whether chromo-
some XIII disomy was necessary for galactose tolerance in
these strains, we applied our sorting method to backcrosses
between each parent (EC33-gal and YPS163-gal) and an F1
strain of the opposite mating type that was disomic for chro-
mosome XIII (YPG3121 or YPG3104). In crosses between
euploid and disomic strains, disomy segregates 2:2 (St.
Charles et al. 2010). We sequenced 45 galactose-tolerant
progeny from the cross EC33-gal 3 YPG3121 (414 markers)
and 86 progeny from the cross YPS163-gal3 YPG3104 (420
markers) and observed that, in contrast to the expected 50%
random segregation of the disome, the vast majority (129/
131) of the galactose-tolerant progeny from the backcrosses
were disomic (File S7). These results are consistent with our
hypothesis that chromosome XIII disomy contributes to ga-
lactose tolerance in these strains.

One possible explanation for the selective advantage
conferred by the chromosome XIII disomy is that it increases
the expression level of one or more genes on that chromo-
some that are important for galactose tolerance. Over-
expression of GAL80 was a strong candidate because
overexpression of the Gal80p transcriptional repressor is
known to reduce expression levels of genes in the galactose
pathway (Nogi et al. 1984), an effect that should reduce

Figure 4 QTL mapping of two
classes of galactose-tolerant prog-
eny. Observed allele frequencies
at each marker were compared
to an expected 1:1 allele segrega-
tion frequency among all (unse-
lected) progeny by binomial exact
test with selected populations in
red and the unselected population
in black. QTL peaks indicating the
overrepresentation of alleles from
the YPS163-gal parent are shown
above the upper blue line while
peaks indicating the overrepresen-
tation of markers from the EC33-
gal parent are shown below the
lower blue line. Blue lines denote
a significance threshold of P-value =
1024 (nominal 0.05 with Bonfer-
onni correction). (A) QTL mapping
identified three significant QTL
peaks among euploid galactose-
tolerant strains (red). On chromo-
some IV, peak 1 indicates an en-
richment of the EC-33 region
containing the GAL3 gene and
peak 2 indicates the YPS163 re-
gion containing HXT3/6/7. On
chromosome XIII, peak 3 indicates
an enrichment of the region con-
taining the YPS163 GAL80 allele.

Examination of the haplotypes of the galactose-tolerant euploid strains indicated how strongly the three regions were selected. One hundred twenty-one of
122 strains inherited the EC-33 allele of GAL3, 117/122 strains inherited the YPS163 alleles of HXT3, -6, and -7, and 111/122 strains inherited the YPS163
allele of GAL80 or had crossovers between the RAD markers flanking these loci. (B) QTL mapping of selected chromosome XIII disomic galactose-tolerant
progeny (red) identified two of the same genomic regions as the euploid strains (peak 1 and 2) although with reduced significance. The chromosomal
disomy in these strains precluded QTL mapping on chromosome XIII.
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galactose toxicity in our strains (Figure 2). To test this hy-
pothesis, we first attempted deleting one copy of GAL80 in
the disomic strain, thereby restoring GAL80 copy number in
the context of an otherwise aneuploid strain. Unfortunately,
numerous attempts [including a variety of different strains,
markers (hph-NT1 and URA3MX4), and transformation con-
ditions] failed to yield transformants with the desired de-
letion. As an alternative approach, we increased the copy
number of GAL80 in both the euploid EC33-gal and
YPS163-gal parents by integrating a second copy of the gene
(the well-characterized S288c allele) under its native pro-
moter. Spotting assays (Figure S2) demonstrated that an
extra copy of GAL80 relieved the toxicity of 0.05% galactose
in both parental strains.

Selected alleles and an aneuploidy–allele interaction
contribute to galactose resistance of the chromosome
XIII disomic strains

To assess the contribution of genetic loci in the aneuploid
strains, we performed two sets of analyses. First, we mapped
QTL in the subpopulation of the original cross that con-
tained only a chromosome XIII disome, excluding any
markers on chromosome XIII itself. Second, we mapped
QTL in backcrosses between two of these disomic progeny
and the parental strains (above).

QTL mapping in the disomic population from the original
cross identified two significant peaks that corresponded to
the same positions as the two chromosome IV peaks
observed in the euploid population, i.e., the regions contain-
ing the GAL3 and HXT loci (Figure 4B and Figure S1). How-
ever, while most of the disomic strains (64/73) inherited
either the EC33-gal allele of GAL3 or had a crossover be-
tween the RAD markers flanking the GAL3 locus, selection
for the HXT loci (53/73) was much less strong.

The two progeny strains used in the backcrosses pos-
sessed the favored alleles at both the GAL3 and HXT loci.
Therefore, the GAL3 locus was fixed in the backcross to
EC33-gal and the HXT locus was fixed in the backcross to
YPS163-gal (Figure 4B and Figure S1). In the backcross
between YPS163-gal and YPG3104, fixed for the HXT
alleles, we expected 25% of backcross progeny (those that
inherited the GAL3 locus and the extra copy of chromosome
XIII) to display galactose tolerance. The resulting frequency
of 20% galactose-tolerant segregants from this backcross
(Table 4) was consistent with this expectation, and sequenc-
ing of the galactose-tolerant progeny confirmed selection for
the GAL3 region and the disomy (Figure S3 and File S7). In
the backcross between EC33-gal 3 YPG3121, the GAL3 lo-
cus was fixed, and the 25% frequency of galactose-tolerant
progeny suggested that the disomy was segregating along

Figure 5 Polymorphisms within candidate genes. Natural variant strains EC-33 (blue) and YPS163 (gray) each have multiple SNPs, as compared to the
reference strain S288c, within the three candidate genes/gene clusters associated with galactose tolerance. SNPs in the promoter regions and missense
SNPs within each ORF (boxes under each allele) are indicated for each gene (see File S1, File S2, and File S5 for sequencing results). For each gene/gene
cluster, the allele enriched in galactose-tolerant progeny of the EC33-gal3 YPS163-gal cross is denoted with a red asterisk. While the coding regions of
HXT7 of both strains contain near identical changes compared to the reference strain, the selected version (YPS163) maintains the HXT7 promoter while
the unselected allele is a chimeric fusion of the HXT7-coding sequence with the HXT6 promoter. The YPS163 HXT6 and HXT3 regions have variation in
their promoter and coding regions compared to S288c while the EC-33 HXT6-coding region is absent and the HXT3 gene is identical to the reference
strain.
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with one other allele, presumably the unfixed HXT locus.
Sequencing of the galactose-tolerant progeny confirmed se-
lection for the disomy, and the most prominent QTL peak
was at the HXT locus, falling just below the significance
threshold (Figure S3 and File S7). Taken together, QTL map-
ping results from the original cross and the backcrosses sug-
gest that the loci containing GAL3 and the HXT genes
contribute to the galactose tolerance of both the euploid
and aneuploid strains.

Closer analysis of the galactose-tolerant progeny of the
EC33-gal 3 YPG3121 cross indicated an additional bias in
the alleles observed in the region of (disomic) chromosome
XIII containing the GAL80 locus. This region is heterozygous
in YPG3121, and random segregation of alleles unlinked to
the centromere (Koller et al. 1996) predicts that, among our
disomic spores, �50% should be homozygous for the EC33-
gal allele (the disfavored allele of GAL80 in the selected
euploid population). Instead, only 7/45 (16%) strains were
homozygous for the EC33-gal allele of the marker closest to
GAL80. No significant difference from the null model was
seen in other regions of chromosome XIII, including other
regions that are heterozygous in YPG3121 (Figure 6A). In
contrast, in the YPS163-gal 3 YPG3104 backcross, there
appeared to be no bias in the inheritance of alleles in the
GAL80 region or in any other region of chromosome XIII
(Figure 6B). In this backcross, the two major subpopulations
of progeny are heterozygous for GAL80 or homozygous for
the allele of GAL80 favored in the selected euploid popula-
tion. In summary, two backcrosses using disomic strains in-
dicated that disomy of chromosome XIII was necessary, but
insufficient, for galactose tolerance. Instead, a biased allele
segregation pattern was seen in a region encompassing
GAL80, so that at least one copy of the GAL80 allele selected
in the euploid subpopulation was present in galactose-tolerant
strains disomic for chromosome XIII.

Model for galactose tolerance

Taken together, our results suggest the following model for
galactose tolerance in the gal7D background. In the cross
between our galactose-sensitive parents (EC33-gal and
YPS163-gal), 0.1% of the recombinant progeny were able
to survive the stringent selection imposed by the addition of
0.05% galactose. These progeny fell into two classes with
approximately equal frequencies: euploids and aneuploids
(the majority of which harbored an extra copy of chromo-
some XIII). The euploid population contained three major

QTL peaks encompassing the GAL3, GAL80, and HXT3/6/7
loci. However, the fact that galactose tolerance is exhibited
by only �10% of progeny derived by self-mating euploid,
galactose-tolerant strains suggests 10% penetrance of the
resistant genotype in the euploid subpopulation. The dis-
crepancy between the actual frequency of tolerant euploid
progeny, given this level of penetrance (�0.5% = 50% eu-
ploid resistant progeny * 0.1% total resistant progeny/10%
penetrance) and the predicted frequency based on the seg-
regation of only three loci, suggests that genetic factors re-
main unexplained in this subpopulation. In the aneuploid
subpopulation, results from backcrosses support the model
that galactose tolerance is explained by major-effect QTL
spanning the GAL3 and HXT loci and a chromosome XIII
disomy that includes at least one copy of the euploid-
selected (YPS163) GAL80 allele, i.e., an aneuploidy–allele
interaction. The heterozygosity of the centromere-linked
markers (in the original cross) supports the hypothesis that
the extra copy of chromosome XIII, and thus the additional
copies of GAL80, arise from events in meiosis, specifically
meiosis I nondisjunction, which occurs in this cross orders of
magnitude more frequently than has been reported for other
strain backgrounds.

Discussion

In this study, we present a method, FACS-QTL, for linkage-
based QTL mapping in yeast that combines isolation of large
numbers of yeast progeny under extreme selection with
genotyping of individual segregants by partial genome
sequencing. The method involves minimal strain engineer-
ing, requiring only the introduction of a sporulation-specific
reporter, and provides a quick and simple way to generate
and individually genotype (and karyotype) large numbers of
prototrophic progeny from any yeast cross. Direct compar-
ison of BSA methods with sequencing of individual progeny
(Wilkening et al. 2013) suggests that our method should
capture many of the strengths of BSA approaches while
avoiding potential pitfalls of pooling progeny, such as muta-
tional sweeps and subpopulations that have undergone
ploidy changes. FACS-QTL is designed to characterize large
numbers of individuals isolated by selection from extreme
tails of phenotypic variation. This makes it particularly well
suited for use in models of human monogenic diseases,
where knowledge of rare genotypes that modify the underly-
ing disease allele could provide new avenues for therapeutic

Table 4 Frequencies of galactose-tolerant progeny using FACS-QTL method

Description Cross
No. of

spores/plate
No. of galactose-tolerant

spores/plate
Frequency of

galactose-tolerant progeny

EC33-gal 3 YPS163-gal YO795 3 YO796 4 3 104 72 1/540
EC33-gal 3 chromosome XIII disome YO795 3 YPG3121 470 108 1/4
Chromosome XIII disome 3 YPS163-gal YPG3104 3 YO796 414 78 1/5
Euploid intercross YPG3157 3 YPG3053 1300 18 1/72
Euploid homozygous diploid YPG3161 diploid 627 42 1/15
Euploid homozygous diploid YPG3140 diploid 631 63 1/10
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intervention (Antonarakis and Beckmann 2006; Brinkman
et al. 2006; Cutting 2010).

Applying our method to a yeast model for a human
monogenic disease, classic galactosemia, allowed us to
explore the mechanisms by which a monogenic trait can
be ameliorated. The set of rare galactose-tolerant progeny
that we obtained from our yeast cross can be split into two
major classes: a set of strains where disomy of chromosome
XIII is necessary for galactose tolerance and a group of
euploid strains whose galactose tolerance is independent of
this mechanism but requires a rare nongenetic event. Both
of our major subpopulations were characterized by a selected
genotype along with an additional factor, a nongenetic event
in the euploid strains and chromosome missegregation in
the chromosome XIII disomes. Neither group of strains
displayed a single, purely allele-based, solution to galactose
selection. Such a solution may exist in our cross, but in-
volving such a large number of loci that it is even more rare
than the two major solutions that we observed, and as such,
the progeny that we have isolated are likely to represent the
most frequent, “easily accessed” solutions. It is also possible
that, in a different genetic background, a purely allele-based
solution might be more accessible. Taken as a whole, our
results indicate that the rare mechanisms by which the phe-
notypes of monogenic traits can be modified are likely to be
highly heterogeneous.

The low frequency of galactose-tolerant progeny ob-
tained by self-crossing two galactose-tolerant euploid
strains indicated a nongenetic component in the phenotypes
of the euploid subpopulation. Therefore, it appears that this
subpopulation is best explained by selected alleles at three
loci relevant to GAL pathway regulation, along with a rare

nongenetic event, giving rise to a galactose-tolerant pheno-
type. In the absence of glucose, expression of genes in the
GAL pathway is induced by the presence of galactose. Fail-
ure to induce these genes should allow gal7D0 strains to
remain viable in the presence of galactose (Bhat 2008).
We hypothesize that the selected genotypes position strains
close to the GAL pathway induction threshold such that
a stochastic, nongenetic event can push some strains below
the threshold into the uninduced state and confer galactose
tolerance. Switching between these two states has been ob-
served at similar concentrations of galactose in GAL80 loop
knockout strains (strains constitutively expressing GAL80)
in which the rate of switching between the two states
depended on Gal80p levels and galactose concentration (Acar
et al. 2005).

Similar to the euploid subpopulation, the galactose-
resistant subpopulation of chromosome XIII disomes in our
cross appears to be characterized by selected alleles at two
loci relevant to GAL pathway regulation along with an ad-
ditional rare event, in this case the missegregation of chro-
mosome XIII. In microorganisms such as S. cerevisiae, which
are capable of producing large populations of individuals,
rare cases of chromosomal missegregation can provide the
population with the genetic variation required for rapid ad-
aptation to new challenges within the environment (Chen
et al. 2012; Yona et al. 2012). Aneuploidy occurring due to
rare mitotic chromosome missegregation events has been
shown to provide a mechanism for rapid adaptation in times
of stress by driving large phenotypic changes through the
simultaneous increase in copy number of multiple genes
relevant to the trait under selection (Rancati et al. 2008;
Yona et al. 2012; Tan et al. 2013). Compared to mutational

Figure 6 Biased segregation of the GAL80 region in galactose-tolerant progeny of backcrosses between F1 chromosome XIII disomic progeny and
original parent strains. Essentially all progeny of the backcrosses were disomic for chromosome XIII. Among these disomic progeny, each marker was
scored as heterozygous, homozygous EC-33, or homozygous YPS163. Observed frequencies of these classes across each set of backcross progeny were
compared to a null model of random homolog segregation in meiosis I, using the multinomial exact test. The haplotypes, as inferred from marker
sequencing, of both parents in each backcross are indicated above the plots: dark blue, EC33-gal parent; gray, YPS163-gal parent; light blue,
heterozygous; and orange, chromosome XIII centromere location. (A) EC33-gal 3 YPG3121 galactose-tolerant F1 strain shows nonrandom segregation
in regions surrounding the GAL80 allele with a larger-than-predicted number of progeny being heterozygous and fewer being homozygous for the EC-
33 allele. (B) All chromosome XIII markers of YPG3104 3 YPS163-gal progeny segregate in agreement with the null model. Comparison of the two
backcrosses indicates that at least one copy of the YPS163 GAL80 allele is selected in galactose-tolerant progeny with a chromosome XIII disomy,
suggesting an aneuploidy–allele interaction.
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events, particularly multiple mutational events, aneuploidy
occurs at a relatively high rate, providing a more accessible
mechanism of adaptation and one that is also more easily
reversed if environmental conditions change.

In general, increases in gene copy number lead to
a corresponding increase in protein levels (Pavelka et al.
2010). We expect, therefore, that an extra copy of a chromo-
some will increase the relative protein abundance of most
genes encoded on that chromosome. Aneuploidy can, how-
ever, also result in a cascade of expression-level effects
across the genome. For example, in a disome, even modest
increases in the expression of some genes, such as transcrip-
tion factors, present on the disomic chromosome, can have
attenuated effects on transcription levels of related pathway
genes found on other chromosomes (Rancati et al. 2008).
Increasing the expression of a subset of the genome in this
way has costs, including creating stoichiometric imbalances
in protein complexes, triggering of stress response genes,
and causing cell cycle delays (Torres et al. 2007; Thorburn
et al. 2013). For aneuploid cells growing in environments
facing little selective pressure, these effects can greatly im-
pact their relative fitness. So, while aneuploids within a pop-
ulation may be uniquely equipped to respond to unexpected,
dramatic shifts in surrounding conditions, they represent
solutions to selection that may also be reversed when selec-
tive pressures are removed or more stable genetic adaptation
occurs over time (Yona et al. 2012).

One example of a dramatic change in environment occurs
when pathogenic microorganisms are exposed to drugs for
treatment of infection. In these circumstances, aneuploidy
generated during mitosis is frequently observed as a mecha-
nism underlying increased virulence and the development of
drug resistance (Selmecki et al. 2006, 2009; Polakova et al.
2009; Sionov et al. 2010). In addition, recent work elucidating
the sexual cycles of various fungal pathogens has revealed
large numbers of aneuploid progeny where missegregation
appears to occur during meiosis. The observed aneuploidy is
linked to phenotypic changes such as increased resistance to
drugs and suggests a tolerance for missegregation during mei-
osis as an effective evolutionary strategy (Reedy et al. 2009; Ni
et al. 2013). Thus, targeting aneuploidy may prove an effective
approach in the development of new antifungal drugs.

In our cross, an exceptionally high rate of aneuploidy
arose from meiosis I nondisjunction events even in the
absence of selection. This suggests a significant defect in the
machinery of meiotic chromosomal segregation or recombi-
nation, presumably leading to some reduction in fitness.
However, in the case of galactose toxicity, tolerance of high
levels of meiotic missegregation has also provided the
population with easily accessible solutions to a strong selec-
tive pressure. In natural variant strains that are exposed to
unexpected fluctuating environmental conditions, such a lack
of fidelity could serve as a bet-hedging mechanism as cells
transition from a state of dormancy to actively competing for
resources within an untested environment. While high levels
of mitotic missegregation would presumably have significant

long-term consequences on a population’s competitive fitness,
a tolerance of high levels of meiotic missegregation may allow
cells facing an uncertain future greater adaptive flexibility
while imposing a lower fitness cost, as meiosis is a much rarer
event than mitotic cell division in a yeast population. One
function of meiosis is to generate new allelic combinations
and greater phenotypic diversity in a population. Therefore,
meiosis with a high frequency of chromosome missegregation
may provide an independent source of further phenotypic
variation in progeny (Ni et al. 2013), allowing adaptation
to conditions that can be met only by allelic combinations
that are vanishingly rare, if they exist at all. The existence
of allele–aneuploidy interactions, as observed in our results,
would have the effect of magnifying this phenotypic variation
yet further.
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Table S1   Strain doubling times in galactose and raffinose shown with standard errors 

Strain 
YP + 2% galactose + 1mg/mL 

antimycin A 

YP + 2% galactose + 2%raffinose +

1mg/mL antimycin A 

EC33  221 +/‐ 5 min  222 +/‐ 5 min 

EC33‐gal  No growth  No growth 

YPS163  217 +/‐ 4 min  209 +/‐ 4 min 

YPS163‐gal  No growth  No growth 

EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal  No growth  No growth 

FY4  240 +/‐ 2 min  237 +/‐ 2 min 
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Table S2   Survival frequencies of mitotically and meiotically derived galactose tolerant clones 

Progenitor  Strain  URA  Plating method 
Viability on 

galactose 

Percent viable 

on galactose 

YPG3161  YO1652  ‐  FACS QTL sorted spores  42/627  7% 

YPG3161  YO1652  ‐  Hand dissected spores  4/40  10% 

YPG3161  YPG3161 clone  +  FACS sorted single cells  27/92  29% 

YPG3161  YO2124  ‐  FACS sorted single cells  24/92  26% 

YPG3140  YO1650  ‐  FACS QTL sorted spores  63/633  10% 

YPG3140  YO1650  ‐  Hand dissected spores  7/40  18% 

YPG3140  YPG3140 clone  +  FACS sorted single cells  36/92  39% 

YPG3140  YO2123  ‐  FACS sorted single cells  17/92  18% 
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Figure S1   Allele frequencies in the selected (red) and unselected (black) populations in the  A) euploid and B) aneuploid classes 

of galactose tolerant segregants from the EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal cross. 
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Figure S2   Gene dosage effect of GAL80 
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Figure S3   QTL mapping of galactose tolerant progeny from chromosome XIII F1 progeny backcrosses    

A 

B 
I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI 

I II III IV V VI VII VIII IX X XI XII XIII XIV XV XVI 

EC33‐gal x YPG3121 Backcross

YPG3104 x YPS163‐gal Backcross
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File S1 

Genomic changes between reference strain and whole genome sequencing of EC‐33 and YPS163 

File S1 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S2 

Allele table of EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal progeny grown on galactose 

File S2 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S3 

Ploidy estimates of EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal progeny grown on galactose 

File S3 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S4 

QTL mapping p‐values at each marker position for galactose tolerant euploid and chromosome XIII disomic 

progeny of EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal cross 

File S4 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S5 

3‐way comparison between reference strain, EC‐33 and YPS163 in HXT6, 7 regions 

File S5 is available for download as a .doc file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S6 

Ploidy estimates of EC33‐gal x YPS163‐gal control progeny grown on YPD 

File S6 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S7 

Ploidy analysis for progeny of backcrosses between parent strains and F1 progeny with chromosome XIII disomy 

File S7 is available for download as a .xlsx file at 

http://www.genetics.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1534/genetics.114.170563/‐/DC1 
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File S8 

Sequence Read Archive repository accession numbers 

 

PRJEB7308: RAD‐seq genotyping of galactose‐tolerant progeny from a backcross between disomic strain YPG3121 

(chromosome XIII disome) and parent YO795 is available for download at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7308 

 

PRJEB7309: RAD‐seq genotyping of galactose‐tolerant progeny from a backcross between disomic strain YPG3104 

(chromosome XIII disome) and parent YO796 is available for download at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7309 

 

PRJEB7334: RAD‐seq genotyping of progeny from a cross between strains YO795 (EC‐33) and YO796 (YPS163) is available for 

download at 

 http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7334 

 

PRJEB7336: RAD‐seq genotyping of galactose‐tolerant progeny from a cross between strains YO795 (EC‐33) and YO796 (YPS163) 

is available for download at http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7336 

 

PRJEB7586: Whole genome sequencing of Pennsylvania yeast strain YO516 (YPS163, NV43) isolated from Oak tree is available 

for download at 

http:/www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7586  

 

PRJEB7587:  Whole genome sequencing of yeast strain YO528 (EC‐33, NV 57) isolated from Evolution Canyon, Israel is available 

for download at 

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/bioproject/PRJEB7587 


